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  TELEVISION STATEMENT OF POLICY

Re:  Standard Conditions Concerning Sale of Broadcast Time to Candidates for Public Office

These guidelines are designed to ensure uniform advertising procedures for legally qualified 
candidates.  These guidelines are applicable only to “candidate uses,” as that term is defined 
by the FCC, and does not apply to “issue” advertising or advertising purchased by political 
action committees (“PAC’s”).

I.) General Policies for Political Announcements

a. KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will not guarantee 
product protection to commercial or political advertisers. (see announcement 
protection section)

b. Completed copy of commercials must be in-house as provided in Section VII g.

c. All contracts for advertising must be covered by a station confirmation/contract and 
by a political agreement form.

d. Candidates and their representatives are urged to inform the station as early as 
possible what their needs may be.

e. A candidate must declare, before the schedule is placed, whether the services of any 
recognized advertising agency will be involved.  If an agency of record is involved, 
commissionable rates will apply.  If no agency is involved, the candidate is entitled to 
deduct 15% from the published rate.

II.) Spot Availabilities

a. All “standard” length units of commercials are available (:60, :30, :15, :10).

b. Under most circumstances,:10 second, :15 second are subject to immediate 
preemption by longer length commercials.  For programs and availability it is advised 
to contact the station for each request.

c. Costs are detailed on the attached Rate Card.  The lowest unit rate for each class of 
time applies to all political advertisers 45 days before the primary and 60 days prior to 
the general elections and is dependent upon availability within each class for each 
program.

d. KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television may, in some 
circumstances, for some non-federal election contests, decline to accept 
announcements or limit the number that it will accept.

e. Candidates should be aware that orders for purchases of time made may not be filled 
due to lack of availabilities.  The earlier an order is placed, the greater the scheduling 
option will be.  As the amount of political activity and the demands on our time 
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become more clear, we will make available information about any changes made with 
regard to the inventory position of KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/ 
KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television.

f. KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will attempt to place 
all orders subject to availabilities.  Due to potential FCC “equal opportunities” 
obligations for opposing candidates, certain time periods may be limited.

III.) Rates

The KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television rate card is divided 
into classes of time.  Here is a description of each class and the likelihood of pre-
emptibility (expressed in percentage terms) based upon historical experience:  
KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU have 5 classes of time.  The 
classes of time for each station are reflected below:

Class I-Section 1:  Fixed and Non-Pre-emptible
Class II-Section 2:  Pre-emptible with notification:  15%
Class III-Section 3:  Pre-emptible with notification:  25%
Class IV-Section 4:  Immediately Pre-emptible with notification:  50%
Class V-Section 5: Immediately Pre-emptible without notification

Percentages are approximate and may vary depending on demand for a particular 
program.

Broad Rotators are also available and a complete list of such rotations will be provided 
upon request.  Please note that broad rotators are classified as immediately pre-emptible.  
Also, available upon request are special opportunities.

IV.) Chances of Clearing

It will be necessary for advertisers to request our current estimates before selecting any 
particular class of time on the basis of probability of clearance.  Prospects for clearance 
usually diminish as the election draws closer.

V.) Method of Time Sales

KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television’s normal practice for 
determining rates is based on the principle of “supply and demand.”  As the demand for 
inventory changes, our rates are adjusted to reflect the demand in the market for our 
available inventory.

VI.) Orders

Orders for political time will not be considered FIRM for broadcast clearance until the 
following have been provided:

a. Completed and signed Agreement Form for Political Candidates (Form PB-18)

b. Net cash-in-advance payment.
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c. A completed political agreement form necessary for KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/ 
KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU to comply FCC mandated public disclosures.

d. Where doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the candidate is “legally qualified,” as that 
term is defined by the FCC.

e. Where doubt exists, satisfactory proof that the agency is authorized to but time for 
the candidate.

f. Commercial facilities (tape or copy), along with written instructions for their use, 
should be submitted to KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU 
Television within 48 hours to ensure proper airing.  All instructions for airing of 
facilities should be in writing.  Changes to these instructions should be provided to 
KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television in writing prior to 
the changes being made.  Copy should be received in sufficient time to permit 
confirmation of compliance with sponsorship identification requirements and with 
broadcast technical standards.

g. Deadlines for all commercial material, time orders, and contract changes are as 
follows:

12:00PM Friday-for Sunday’s and Monday’s Log
12:00PM Monday-for Tuesday’s Log
12:00PM Tuesday-for Wednesday’s Log
12:00PM Wednesday-for Thursday’s Log
12:00PM Thursday-for Friday’s and Saturday’s Log

Failure by a political advertiser to fulfill all requirements in advance of the deadlines 
may result in preemption of some or all announcements or programs previously 
cleared.

VII.) Political Programs

a. Deadlines for program-length time for federal candidates, including program lengths 
of 30 minutes, will be considered on an individual basis.  Charges will be provided 
upon request.

b. No political programs will be carried on Election Day.

c. KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television reserves the right to 
reschedule confirmed political programs in the event of unforeseen conflicts such as, 
but not limited to, the scheduling of special programs by the ABC Television Network, 
etc.

VIII.) Payment/Confirmation

All sales will be on a first come, first-served basis and subject to prior sale.  All political 
advertising is required to be as paid cash in advance regardless of whether it is placed 
direct or through an advertising agency.
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IX.) Announcement Protection

KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television cannot guarantee 
announcement protection. Credits or makegoods will not be given because competing 
political spots were telecast directly adjacent to one another.  It is understood that 
advertiser separation is not part of any contractual agreement with KRCR/KAEF/
KUCO/KXVU/ KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television.

X.) Lowest Unit Charge – Rebate Policy for Bonafide Candidates

During political windows lowest unit charge is calculated on a weekly basis with respect 
to time sold on a weekly basis.  We will review our advertising records periodically 
throughout the political windows.  The station will provide rebates or credits to candidates 
who purchase spots in a given class for a time period or program in which the station 
runs a lower-priced spot of the same class and length.

XI.) Lowest Unit Charge – Makegood Policy

In the event a political advertisement is preempted, KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/ 
KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will notify the candidate/agency.  
KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will make every effort to 
be in total compliance with FCC rules to provide the makegood prior to the election.

However, KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television cannot 
guarantee to any advertiser that the makegoods can be provided in the time period or 
rotation originally ordered.  If inventory constraints preclude such identical scheduling, 
KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will offer makegoods of 
equivalent value. If these are not acceptable to the advertiser, KRCR/KAEF/
KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television will provide credits or refunds for pre-
empted spots.

XII.) Charges To Candidates Outside of LUC “Windows”

Outside of the 45 and 60 day periods before the primary and general elections, the cost 
of political advertising appearances by candidates will be based upon the charges made 
by the station for comparable uses by other advertisers, including commercial 
advertisers.  The station does not promise lowest unit charges to candidates during this 
period.  Special rates for packages of spot announcements, as well as frequency and 
other discounts, are separately negotiated with various advertisers.  Information 
regarding these availabilities and other factors that may be considered in negotiating 
advertising plans and rates will be provided by the station upon request.

XIII.) Political Broadcast Records

All requests for political candidate time, together with disposition of the request, will be 
recorded in the station’s public inspection file.  Copies of requests are available. Access 
to on-line Public File for the general public is http://stations.fcc.gov.

XIV.) Broadcast Production Guidelines

Federal law requires that all paid announcements and programs on behalf of political 
candidates be identified as being paid for, and that such identification include the name of 
the person or persons, or corporation, committee, association or other unincorporated 
group, or other entity paying for the telecast.  The mere mention of the name of the 
sponsor does not constitute compliance with the rules.  The words “Paid for by” or “Paid 
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by” or “Sponsored by” must be used in connection with this announcement.  The rules do 
not allow for abbreviation of these terms, therefore, the paid must not be abbreviated.

If the sponsor is an organized group, its name must clearly indicate its organized status 
by the inclusion of the word “committee,” “association,” “club,” or similar word in the title, 
if there is possibility that the public would be mislead by its absence.

Sponsor identifications for political messages on television must follow FCC guidelines.  
This identification must appear for not less than four (4) seconds.

Visual identification must be provided on each announcement.  Sponsor identification 
shall be identified with letters equal to or greater than four percent of the vertical picture 
height.  (20 scan lines would constitute four percent.)

In addition, California law requires all non-federal candidates to include the words 
“Political Ad” or “Political Advertising” or “Political Advertisement.”

The following examples meet the requirements for federal candidates:
“Paid for by John Doe Election Committee”
“Sponsored by Good Government Association”

The following examples meet the requirements for non-federal candidates:
“Political Ad Paid for by John Doe Election Committee”
“Political Advertising Sponsored by Good Government Association”

Identification is required on all political announcements or programs regardless of length.

For broadcasts of five minutes duration or less, one sponsorship identification 
announcement must appear either at the beginning or conclusion of the broadcast.

For paid political announcements longer than five minutes, a sponsorship identification 
must appear at the beginning and conclusion of such broadcast.

Required visual identifications must meet the following additional standards:

 Must be within the safe title area as defined by the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers.

 Must be viewable over a contrasting background.

The sponsorship identification outlined above represents the minimum which we have 
determined is required to comply with Federal Rules.  A candidate may use any 
additional identification he/she desires.  As required by the FCC, KRCR/KAEF/ 
KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television must add identification if deemed 
legally necessary.  Please be advised that it may not be possible to do this without 
disrupting the content of the announcement or program.  KRCR/KAEF/KUCO 
/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU will charge the candidate the standard production rate 
for this modification.

All sponsor identifications must fall within the time unit purchased.  Time units will be 
construed under normal industry usage.
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XV.) Revisions/Waiver

KRCR/KAEF/KUCO/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television reserves the right to revise all 
policies regarding political broadcasts and make such changes as might be deemed appropriate 
in order to be in full compliance with FCC regulations with regard to political advertising.  
Questions regarding this policy should be referred to the KRCR/KAEF/KUCO 
/KXVU/KKTF/KECA/KEUV/KRVU Television General Manager, 755 Auditorium Drive, Redding, 
CA  96001.  Phone:  (530) 243-7777

Contact:
Teansie Garfield, General Manager
Bobby Wadkins, General Sales Manager


